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possible. While serving in your household years ago, I felt as if
I was at my home.
Will you be so kind as to find a job for me in Tokyo ? I beg
you will be so good as to let me know your present address.
Trusting to be favoured with a reply soon.
Your obedient servant.
MATSUOKA REPORTS ON GENEVA AND POINTS
WEST
May 1, 1933
The really interesting event was my talk with Matsuoka, just
returned from Geneva and the United States; as a matter of fact,
he did nearly all the talking. His use of English is perfect but he
gives an impression of great self-assurance and conceit. Judging
from some of his published interviews and speeches I should say
that he is capable of expressing a wide range of opinions and senti-
ments, according to the nature of his audience. To-day he told me
of his endeavours in the United States to improve American-Japanese
relations and of his speeches to American-born Japanese on the
Pacific Coast to the effect that they must be loyal Americans. He
told me that in his opinion the development of good relations between
Japan and the United States should be the corner-stone of Japanese
policy and that he had preached this to the cabinet this morning
and was going to work for it here.
From the way he talked I gather that he addressed them like a
group of schoolboys. I spoke to him of the harm done by the anti-
American propaganda in the press. Recently he said to someone
that if he were the next Foreign Minister he would do thus and so.
Obviously his head is badly swelled by the adulation of the Japanese
public and by his reception as a hero on his return from Geneva.'
THE BURDENS OF SPEECH-MAKING
May 21, 1933
Worked all day writing a speech for the dedication of the new St.
Luke's Hospital building, and finished it. Last Sunday I completed
two speeches, for Memorial Day at Yokohama and for the com-
mencement exercises of the American School. The difficulty in all
these speeches is to get started on a theme, but once started the rest
is easy. For Memorial Day and the American School it was simple
to draw on former speeches made in Turkey, but St. Luke's required
an entirely new approach. I profoundly hope that these three will
suffice until autumn, but one can never tell. These speeches are
really millstones ; they are inseparable from the job, but I am getting
harder boiled about accepting invitations as time goes on. I have
made thirty-five speeches since our arrival in Japan a year ago.

